
BRICS EVENT 

Date: 13 December 2022 

LAUNCH OF TOLSTOY AND GANDHI CENTRE AT DPS DWARKA 

 

Delhi Public School, Dwarka in collaboration with the Regional Public Organization 

“BRICS. World of Traditions” hosted the programme ‘Creation of Tolstoy and 

Gandhi Center’ on Tuesday,13 December 2022. An exhibition highlighting the life, 

works & ideologies of Mahatma Gandhi and Leo Tolstoy was set up in the school. On 

this occasion, MOU between Delhi Public School, Dwarka, and State Budgetary 

Educational Institution School No. 1409 Moscow was also signed. 

 

 

 

The programme was graced by Ms. Lyudmila Sekacheva, President, Regional Public 

Organization “BRICS. World of Traditions” and Manager of the program "BRICS 

People Choosing Life" as the Chief Guest. In her address she highlighted that this 

International and Interregional Socio-Cultural programme aims to promote ‘Ecology 

of soul and body to the ecology of the world’. 



Ms. Yulia Aryaeva, First Secretary & Head of Cultural Department at the Embassy of 

Russian Federation and Mr. Oleg Osipov, Director, RCSC were the Guests of Honour. 

Other dignitaries from BRICS, Ministry of Foreign Affairs Russian Federation , The 

Russian Embassy , RCSC & the Vice Principal of Russian Embassy School also graced 

the event. Representatives from ITAR TASS, TV BRICS, Russia and Janhit Times were 

present for press coverage.  

 

    

 

Dr. Kiran Datar, Chairperson DPS Dwarka presided over the programme. In her 

address she reiterated that in the present times of aggression and violence, we need 

to teach the children the lesson of ‘One People, One World, One Humanity & One 

Peace’. 

 

Ms. Sunita Tanwar, Principal, DPS Dwarka in her address emphasised that the aim 

of this programme is to preserve and popularize the moral heritage and the 

philosophy of non-violence as preached by the two great legends- Mahatma Gandhi 

and Leo Tolstoy. 

 

A beautiful cultural programme was put up by the students of DPS Dwarka. 

Gandhiji’s favourite Bhajan ‘Vaishnav Jan toh’ was sung melodiously by the school 

choir followed by a hymn and a Russian song. A Talk Show on ‘The Great Leaders - 

Tolstoy and Gandhi’ highlighted the philosophies of these two great apostles of 



peace. Highlight of the day were the foot tapping Bhangra , Kathak & Russian dance 

performance which was greatly appreciated by all the distinguished dignitaries. 

Students of Russian Embassy School enthralled the audience with a beautiful song 

and dance presentation.  

 

 

The exhibition highlighted joyful pictures by students from the State Budgetary 

Educational Institution of Moscow “School No. 1409”. The theme of the art works 

was “From Children to Children”. Students of DPS Dwarka also prepared exhibits, 

posters, portraits showcasing the life and works of Gandhi and Tolstoy. The 

paintings by Moscow students will be granted to the Indian orphan houses and to 

the Old Age homes.  

 

This project is a befitting tribute to the 75th anniversary of establishment of 

diplomatic relations between India and Russia. 


